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Introduction 
Containers have emerged as a popular way to optimize software 
development processes and increase business agility and time to market 
with new applications. They are a huge step forward from monolithic 
application environments. But it would be wrong to limit the value 
proposition of containers to modern, cloud-native applications. For many 
organizations, the first container experiences are more likely to be 
associated with a so-called "lift and shift" of existing monolithic 
applications from a dedicated virtualized environment into a similar 
virtualized environment but with the application and its key dependencies 
logically grouped together by the container packaging. As interest in 
containers runs high, many large organizations are investing to quickly get 
up to speed on this new technology. As IT executives increase the use of 
containers in a multicloud, microservices, DevOps-driven reality, container 
management platforms are becoming a required investment to increase container return on investment (ROI) and to 
improve agility and quality-centric business outcomes. Containers need to be managed, and many organizations have 
adopted Kubernetes, the open source container orchestration standard for automating application deployment and 
scaling. A container management platform handles Kubernetes and enables a broader and deeper set of capabilities.  

With growing business pressures to accelerate and automate development and deployment with operational and 
security processes, infrastructure and operations (I&O) teams and cloud architects must use container management in 
conjunction with best practices (DevOps) to achieve faster time to market and to cost optimize development, 
deployment, and operational processes with automation. Container management enables I&O teams and cloud 
architects to adjust and scale to the increased frequency with which development teams deploy software. 
Transformation of the development cycle is pressing I&O teams to become a trusted partner with the software factory. 
To empower developers, I&O teams should deliver self-service capabilities for automated infrastructure provisioning and 
configuration and establishing sophisticated monitoring and management solutions that identify, resolve, and predict 
performance problems. Without these sophisticated delivery capabilities, I&O teams can't scale and keep pace with 
faster development and deployment cycles.  

This IDC Technology Spotlight provides perspective on the value proposition of container 
management platforms and explains why container management is a requirement.  

KEY TAKEAWAY 
Container management platforms can 
help accelerate transformation by 
taking advantage of and extending 
container-based automation features. 
These features not only can integrate 
with network, security, and analytics 
tools but also can extend an on-
premises environment to one or more 
clouds with native integrations, 
resulting in competitive advantage 
through speed and quality 
improvements. 
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I&O teams and cloud architects must overcome the following challenges to achieve faster time to market, improve 
customer satisfaction, and increase throughput: 

» The proliferation, integration, and deployment of traditional and modern applications (along with an understanding 
of their dependencies) across multiple clouds as well as the growth of software-defined networks and infrastructure 

» Overcoming tool and process fragmentation, disconnected data pools, and the plethora of open source tools in use 
that often drive high costs and too many silos 

» Growing security threats that seek entry points across large, multicloud application and network infrastructure 
footprints 

» The reality that regardless of the underlying application architecture, the requirements of integrated application and 
infrastructure performance and availability remain  

To attack these challenges, organizations are planning on purchasing container management solutions, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1: Enterprise Plans for Container Management 

 
n = 200 IT decision makers at U.S. enterprises with $1+ billion in annual revenue 

Source: IDC's Enterprise Containers and Cloud Management Survey, May 2019 
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IDC's research indicates the following: 

» Container management is seen as a major priority among large United States–based enterprises with $1+ billion in 
annual revenue. 

» The disruption caused by the introduction of microservices, continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) tool 
chains, and highly dynamic multicloud architectures will create demand for new types of management tools and 
open the door for enterprises to engage with new vendors. 

» Enterprises expect to manage containers as part of core infrastructure operations as container-based applications 
shift from testing to production at scale. 

As the adoption of container technology in production increases, both a container management strategy and a container 
management platform (tools and associated processes) become mission critical to IT's ability to maintain the health and 
performance of container environments. Containers are easy to create, and development teams can use container clusters 
and pods across multiple environments, enabling fast deployment cycles and reduced time to market through iterative, 
Agile-based processes. However, critical production applications have always required management tools, processes, and 
investments to maintain security, reliability, and performance. Increasingly, companies that don't make those investments 
might be exposed to poor customer experiences from applications that don't perform well, or they may have to use 
multiple tools to run containers across different environments. Therefore, enterprise IT organizations are planning to invest 
in container management as part of their multicloud management strategy (see Figure 2). 

FIGURE 2: New Cloud Management Purchasing Priorities Over the Next Two Years 
Q What types of new cloud management functionality do you expect to purchase in the next two 

years to enable your cloud management strategy? 

 
n = 200 I&O decision makers using multiple infrastructure clouds at U.S. enterprises with $1+ billion in annual revenue 

Note: Multiple responses were allowed. 

Source: IDC's Multicloud Management Survey, March 2019 
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I&O and cloud architects must consider the need for container management platforms to scale and offer deep capabilities 
as container-based, microservices-based applications are deployed more frequently into 
production, on-premises, and in one or more public clouds. "Good enough, freemium" 
management tools suddenly become obsolete, and a deeper, more scalable container 
management platform becomes a required investment. The use of cloud centers of 
excellence (COEs) and site reliability engineers (SREs) is increasing rapidly as organizations 
work to improve application performance, security, and cross-team collaboration while 
optimizing costs. IDC's 2019 Multicloud Management Survey found that 94% of 
organizations already have a COE or will create a COE over the next 12 months, and 92% 
already have SREs or will have SREs in place over the next 12 months.  

These demands and changes are driving the need for a multicloud strategy that looks 
at how these teams and technologies can enable a consistent, optimized approach.  
Based on IDC end-user inquiries, the six most common, associated trigger points for 
this investment are as follows:  

1. Typical container deployments that exceed 100 containers 

2. Container deployments that go beyond experimentation  

3. Process automation for CI/CD requirements 

4. Security and authentication requirements  

5. Real-time analytics to identify and resolve problems faster  

6. Bursting requirements for on-demand resource allocation and dynamic load balancing  

Benefits 
Today, a lot of IT organizations are still dealing with too many silos and manual processes, limited visibility, and a lack of 
measurable business outcomes. Container management platforms offer I&O teams and cloud architects several benefits 
that expand the value of containers and increase IT agility and speed. One of the major benefits is automation; 
specifically, automation of the configuration and deployment of containers and clusters, automated capacity planning 
and load balancing, and container networking. As the need for IT to move faster increases, the ability to effectively 
manage production container clusters and pods becomes a requirement. Additional requirements are the ability to 
involve multiple teams and the creation of new, or reengineered, processes. Notably, teams must work together to 
identify and resolve performance problems, recognizing the complexity of distributed infrastructure and application 
architectures. Modern development teams use containers and container management platforms to deliver business 
outcomes across people, processes, and technologies. Benefits include the following:  

» People 

■ Better communications, teamwork, and collaboration are enabled between DevOps, I&O, and cloud 
architects through integrated CI/CD processes as development teams increase the frequency with which 
they deploy container-based applications delivering cost optimization and accelerated transformation.  

■ A consistent solution provides critical information that all teams can use to identify and resolve 
problems across the complex array of container and hardware infrastructure, across any cloud, thus 
speeding time to problem identification and resolution.  

"Good enough, 
freemium" 
management tools 
suddenly become 
obsolete, and a 
deeper, more 
scalable container 
management 
platform becomes a 
required investment. 
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» Process 

■ With a centralized container management platform that integrates with heterogeneous infrastructure 
via APIs and integrations for data collection and integration, customers can build cross-team processes 
that execute problem identification and resolution across different teams in a horizontal fashion. 

» Technology 

■ Container management platforms can offer integrations with public clouds to manage container 
clusters with a single solution for ease of control and orchestration. 

■ Using a single management tool provides a road map for managing containers and supporting 
infrastructure that moves I&O and cloud delivery teams beyond ad hoc management, enabling the 
reduction of business risks, unnecessary cost overruns, and security threats. 

■ More automated processes are enabled across container infrastructure resources that utilize analytics 
to adapt infrastructure in real time based on application requirements to drive operational simplicity 
and cross-silo/multicloud automation (e.g., having the ability to make automated resource allocation 
decisions across any cloud, based on business policies, in real time). 

■ Container management consistency can enable faster integrations into various cloud marketplace tools 
and tools that manage non-container-based environments.  

The management and automation of (especially) production container environments are necessary requirements for IT 
executives. I&O and cloud architects must understand that as DevOps and Agile teams expand, the speed with which 
these teams must collaborate accelerates. Reactive I&O and cloud architecture units are increasingly difficult to scale due 
to manual and human limitations as well as a lack of automation and legacy management tooling. Modern I&O delivery 
groups recognize the importance of automation to increasing speed and scale and to collecting and incorporating 
customer feedback that improves product quality and satisfaction. Therefore, they proactively partner with DevOps (or 
are a direct team member) to deliver more secure, higher-performing applications.  

Considering Cisco 
Cisco has increasingly supported Kubernetes across a wide-ranging portfolio of on-premises/multicloud products.  
Its container management solution, Cisco Container Platform (CCP), is a turnkey, open, production-grade software 
solution based on native Kubernetes (100% upstream) that is aimed at simplifying the deployment and management  
of container clusters. CCP provides a comprehensive stack for creating and managing Kubernetes clusters on a 
subscription-based platform, and it includes networking, load balancing, persistent storage, security, monitoring, 
analytics, and optimization. 

CCP is based on industry standards with an open architecture and open source components providing flexible 
deployment options that avoid lock-in. It is infrastructure agnostic and can work across any infrastructure, on virtual 
machines (VMware) and, soon, on bare metal. 
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CCP has a strong focus on layered security with hardening features (e.g., TLS, ECDSA/ED25519, Kubernetes dashboard 
authorization, protection certification manager, internal vulnerability scanning, pod security policies, AppArmor) and 
continuous monitoring of industry-standard vulnerability intelligence streams with rapid turnaround of patch releases.  

Other integrations include service mesh support with pre-installed Istio, the industry-standard Container Networking Interface, 
and native GPU support for automating AI/ML workload deployment and scaling. Existing Cisco datacenter customers will also 
benefit from the native integration with Cisco HyperFlex and Cisco's Application Centric Interface (ACI) plug-in. 

CCP can be combined with other Cisco software offerings, such as Cisco CloudCenter Suite, Cisco Stealthwatch Cloud, 
AppDynamics, and Cisco Cloud Services Router 1000v. It also can be extended off-premises as part of a hybrid solution to 
create a consistent production-grade environment supporting unique native integrations with leading public clouds. 

Currently, CCP can integrate natively with Amazon Elastic Container Service for Kubernetes (EKS) and Microsoft Azure's 
Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) and also can work with Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE).  

Challenges 

Innovative technologies, such as containers and container management platforms, face challenges that span people, 
processes, and technologies. Cisco and CCP will have to navigate these and other marketplace shoals with current and 
potential customers. 

Container management platforms can help organizations address several challenges that arise during container 
deployments, especially for multicloud production-grade applications. They can provide a consistent view, drive 
governance and visibility, and promote cross-team collaboration. However, internal stakeholders who are driving 
adoption of these platforms face the following obstacles: 

» Many DevOps leadership teams are challenged to spend time planning and investing in container management 
automation and orchestration in a cross-silo, coordinated fashion. DevOps teams must cope with changing their 
organizational culture to become more partner driven in order to collaborate with other teams (such as datacenter, 
networking, and security). 

» CIOs and IT executives need to make significant and sustainable levels of investment across people and domains 
(new skills such as SREs and automation tools such as container management platforms) to achieve consistency 
across people, processes, and technologies. Often, too many fragmented silo-based processes, data pools, and 
teams slow down communications as well as problem identification and remediation, all of which creates 
competing interests.  

There is also the matter of developing an automation strategy that teams can align with, tools can execute, and 
executives can own, sponsor, and allocate budget toward. 

Cisco — like other providers in this space — will be challenged to identify the different staff involved in the purchase 
processes for container platforms and to manage through the changing culture of its customers. 
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Conclusion  
Container management platform investment is a requirement for I&O and cloud 
architecture teams to increase the speed and automation needed for frequent 
deployments and high performance of container-based and microservices-based 
production applications. To drive business outcomes such as time to value, time to market, 
and customer satisfaction and user experience improvements, I&O and cloud architecture 
teams must realize that transformation is required across lines of business (LOBs),  
IT culture, processes, and technologies. Using container management tools that 
complement and reside on top of orchestration layers can help accelerate transformation 
by taking advantage of and extending container-based automation features that integrate 
with networks and tools as well as public clouds. These capabilities can drive sustainable 
competitive advantage through speed and quality improvements.  
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Investing in a 
container 
management 
platform can help 
accelerate 
transformation and 
drive competitive 
advantage. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

At Cisco, we believe that a container strategy has to work with what you have already so you can build your engine of 
innovation taking into account both the existing and the new. A platinum sponsor of the Cloud Native Computing 
Foundation, our approach is based on leveraging containers across any cloud and any infrastructure. We are 
committed to support our customers' use of Kubernetes on-premises and across multiple clouds in order to 
modernize existing applications that are tied to previous infrastructure investments, with value-adding integrations 
across our software and hardware portfolio. We are dedicated to working with public cloud providers and a global 
ecosystem of more than 60,000 partners, one million network engineers, and 500,000 DevNet developers. Our 
industry-leading expertise in enterprise IT, including networking, security, management, analytics, and 
hyperconverged infrastructure uniquely positions us to deliver solutions enabling our customers in a multicloud world.  

Visit cisco.com/go/cloud to learn more. 
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